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Abstract
This paper aims to investigate a new perspective that can incrementally analyze framework of entrepreneurs’ representations with regards to engineer
image. It identifies managers’ attitudes towards the engineer and reveals the
real factors that can explain the policy of hiring senior technicians in the Tunisian Cap-Bon industry. The sociological analysis of the representation of the
industrial company leader on the issue of executive recruitment engineers had
helped to highlight the risks of driving performed changes, the discrepancy
between managerial objectives and how implement decisions. The ultimate
consequences of this inconsistency can brake recruiting new engineers. Results highlight the influence of the entrepreneurs’ representations on the employment issue. Analysis of attitudes demonstrates that mind of leader towards framework engineer seems irrational, as long as, leader integrates technical uncertainties related to organizational and economic changes. In line
with the main study, these social representations of the frame could be made
on configurations, opinions, habits, equity positions, varied and often contradictory. If we are willing to embrace the idea that there would be a “change”
in entrepreneurs’ representations towards engineers, it might be incrementally
achieved through a triple register: cognitive, strategic and ethical.
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1. Introduction
The study of social representations has developed considerably by Moscovici
DOI: 10.4236/aasoci.2018.87032 Jul. 25, 2018
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(1961) and comparatively overviewed by Jodelet (1989). The notion of representation occupies a special place in social psychology. It was introduced by Durkheim as the notion of collective representations and assigned in his social psychology study. Moscovici (1961) analyzes the way in which a “scholarly” discourse is transformed into a “common sense” discourse. That is, the way we go
from a system of theoretical concepts to a system of representations. The author
highlights how media present information and construct particular representations of psychoanalysis in their readers. It seeks here to define which image is
conveyed. Then, Moscovici, survey of individual readers to know the image they
have of psychoanalysis and this by means of interviews. For social representation
to be functional, two mechanisms must be put in place: Objectivation consists in
reducing, transforming what is conceptual into concrete, and assigning a function to it like considering psychoanalysis as an object. Then, the anchoring phase
of social representation consists in linking this object to other representations
with contrast, assimilation link or comparative. In short, mental representations
are actualized through linguistic indicators of expressions that translate a relation of the individual to reality. For example, Jodelet (1985) conducted a study in
a rural area where mentally ill people were free at home. She was able to show
that the representation of mental illness was actualized through particular expressions.
Beside this issue and the overview theory, we can inquire about representations in the professional and economic life. For the key question in relation with
the present study we search: how understanding the engineer image in Tunisian
society? The encountered issue with the notion of society entrepreneurial success
is that it has been largely studied by researchers who tried to map the factors
leading to it without taking position on what it was and what it must be (Resmi
& Kamalanabhan, 2010).
At this age of globalization in all its forms (competition, goods and service
markets, technologies, concentration, displacement of corporations, capital open
markets), companies have to adapt to the new strategic schemes; they have needs
for new skills and, therefore, they must face the challenge in terms of hiring,
promoting and rewarding their employees. In this new setting, and in wider,
economic, ethical, cultural and social dimensions, competition has become the
engine of all kinds of evolutions. It directly and indirectly affects corporations,
and influences training institutions so deeply, thus affecting training candidates
as well.
For this reason, enterprises are faced with the need to hire engineers who have
been trained in Tunisian universities. They have to choose the best engineers in
advanced fields, as an innovation source, while maintaining their competitiveness. The selection criteria evolve necessarily from permanent wakefulness.
Without reaching the well-defined, long-term strategies, entrepreneurs and
corporation managers in the Cap-Bon (located in the extreme north-east of Tunisia) are required to shed light on the new situation created by globalization,
and especially, to appreciate the main factors that may lead them to adapt their
DOI: 10.4236/aasoci.2018.87032
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uses of those engineers who have graduated from Tunisian higher education and
training institutions. They are also required to inform those institutions of new
specifications. Among those factors, our present study will particularly focus on
the location strategies of decision centers, as well as those of development and
production that affect companies’ hiring and employment policies.
Because of the evolution of various social company models, the XXI century
obliges us to think about a new social company model that would allow articulating the capacities of economic reactions to the multiple contingencies of the
market. During the years 1980 and 1990, the Tunisian government was first confined to negotiating structural adjustment plans with financial institutions.
Then, its withdrawal from the production field paradoxically led to the poor
guidance of the productive sector, though in Tunisia, the education system continues to train engineers in large numbers. In fact, the number of graduate engineers increased five-fold between 2002 and 2014, reaching 7275 graduates. This
evolution can’t be explained merely by the pressure of baccalaureate students,
whose total number was steady (around 74.000) during that period. The rise has
been particularly fast for the last five years, with a noticeable increase in training
offers at the private engineering schools and universities, whose size has evolved
from 26% to 41% in terms of 3rd year students between 2009 and 2014. It is estimated that 6.200 engineers per year will be required for training in 2020 and
7.000 in 2025 (OIT, 2015).
Various training types are affected by the national engineering diploma.
A double selection path: preparatory classes and national selective exam, exclusively public, attracting 42% of the total mass.
A path via the baccalaureate exam, attracting 56% of the total mass, with an
integrated preparatory phase or a closed competition for the license holders
(GEFI, 2015).
Moreover, some authors have highlighted the existing contradiction between
the weakness of an endogenous technological development and phenomena such
as the marginalization of engineers in the production process, especially at the
level of technological choices (Ben Salem, 1994). This explains the unemployment rate of engineers in Tunisia: 10% ~ 1.500 (2005); 16% ~ 6.000 (2013); 25%
~ 10.000 (2014) in (Young graduates of higher education and employment in
Tunisia, 2010).
The economic liberalization raises the crucial problem of the position of developing countries in the international work division. In the case of Tunisia, the
poor quality of specialization in the field of widespread technologies explains the
reason why, in the chief industrial economic sectors (textile, leather, electronics
and mechanics), the number of engineers is low. As a result, the Tunisian development models tend to make the lowering of the employment cost the only
criterion of competitiveness.
Moreover, enterprises would rather not hire highly-qualified staff, even if this
is often done at the expense of maximizing the added value (This value makes it
possible to measure the exact contribution of a production unit to the creation of
DOI: 10.4236/aasoci.2018.87032
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wealth). In fact, we will particularly focus in our study on the level of guidance in
industrial enterprises according to the corporation manager, which affects the
employment of senior technicians.
Asked about the category of engineer, enterprise managers defend attitudes
that are both in favour and against the issue. Those people have strong views on
it. How is this ambiguous attitude reflected on the industrial enterprise? Knowing that managers’ attitudes have an impact on the success of the employment
policy in Tunisia, and, especially, at the level of hiring senior engineers, we may
wonder about the reasons for their attitudes and their representations of the engineer.
Next to (Ben Salem, 1994) only very small number almost negligible of engineering employable, which doesn’t exceed 1% of the total number of employees
in the Cap-Bon industry: what’s wrong with Tunisian engineers? This leads us to
ask about the real causes of this poor guidance in the industrial enterprises of the
area. However, it is worth wondering why those enterprises haven’t hired a high
number of engineers that match with their expansion in spite of the industrial
development in the region. Is that for financial reasons in order to reduce the
production cost? Or for others cultural, organizational or psycho sociological
reasons?
For these reasons, we will try to identify managers’ attitudes towards the engineer and reveal the real factors that can explain the policy of hiring senior
technicians in the Cap-Bon industry. For this purpose, each point in this analysis
will be linked to the engineer in order to enrich the issue. An empirical study
will answer our enquiry. It aims at obtaining three-aspect data.

2. Methods and Tools
2.1. Purpose
We will try to identify managers’ attitudes towards the engineer and reveal the
real factors that can explain the policy of hiring senior technicians in the
Cap-Bon industry. For this purpose, each point in this analysis will be linked to
the engineer in order to enrich the issue. An empirical study will answer our
enquiry. It aims at obtaining three-aspect data.

2.2. Experimental Protocol
Questionnaire Process
Throughout this work, the empirical research was done by means of a questionnaire targeted at selected within the specified Tunisian Cap Bon. The questionnaire contains the relevant questions to support the research. The questionnaires
focus on giving meaningful information regarding the image of Tunisia engineer. Welman, Kruger and Mitchell (2007) explain that quantitative research
methods may be observed objectively and that it exists independently of opinions and feelings of community.
This study is based on the questionnaire measuring entrepreneurs’ orientaDOI: 10.4236/aasoci.2018.87032
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tions in business developed by Miller (1983) and extended by Covin and Weales
(2012). It is also grounded on the questionnaire of Lotz and Van Der Merwe
(2013) designed to measure the employee’s point of view in industrial company
and it proved to be successful. The present study questionnaire measures entrepreneurs’ representations in regards with Tunisian engineer in Cop Bon. The
questionnaire deals with three dimensions of entrepreneurs’ representations that
have relation with the strategy of employment and success of industrial business.
Questionnaire target were the identity of enterprise, the expected behaviour of
engineer and the strategy of recreating engineers. In details, we would like to
gather facts concerning the type of enterprise responding to the questionnaire
(contact details, head of human resources department, activity sector, enterprise
status, number of workers), as well as the enterprise behaviour enterprise behaviour in terms of senior engineers’ employment (whether they are engaged engineers, the enterprise is ready to hire engineers, the number of hired engineers,
enterprise managers’ attitude to young engineers: their training, their productivity, the employment procedures, the privileged profiles, the sought skills, the
promotion criteria, the means of motivating and integrating new engineers.)
In addition, we would like to collect information about the entrepreneur’s
subjective judgments of engineers and of the job, (the expectations of the enterprise from an engineers, the definition and representation of a senior engineer,
issues to be considered regarding engineers’ employment, their integration in
the enterprise, the adaptation of the work position, opinions about the reason
for the low employment level of engineers in the enterprise….). Finally, we wish
to obtain data related to managers’ cognitions, more precisely, to their knowledge about engineers’ employment. (The flexibility level of the industrial company and its ability to adapt to technical and organizational changes and to the
local as well the global environment…).

2.3. Interviewing Process
Through this research, we also opted interviewing the heads of enterprises during the period (2014-2015). This allowed us to obtain rich information and reflection hints based on 30 sample bosses. We raised guidance notions in the Industrial enterprises, the engineer’s work, as well the key words that the employer
could associate with those terms. We also asked the employer to justify some of
the questionnaire answer: (How can you justify the number of engineers and
that of technicians in terms of sectors and areas? Why is electrical engineering
the most employing sectors of engineers 46% in your own opinion? How can
you explain this difference in qualification rates in the different areas (42% Kelibia, 8% Korba, 19% Nabeul, 15% Soliman)? How can you justify the employment procedures in the different sectors? Textile, metallurgical industry and
others via a contest; electro-mechanics and farming via a training course and
ceramics and farming via the employment centre? Concerning the selection critera, why is the degree required in textile and other fields, while in ceramics the
DOI: 10.4236/aasoci.2018.87032
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personal profile and team-work tendency are needed, and in agro-food stuffs it
is polyvalence that is required?
The intend of this interview is not to obtain an answer to each question, but to
use those questions in order to confirm some representations already mentioned
in the answers, and find out others. This method is grounded on (Rubin, H. J. &
Rubin, I. S., 2005; Patton, 2001; Kvale, 1996). These qualitative studies of interviewing heads of companies provides a method for collecting wealthy and detailed information about their professional perceptions, understand and explain
strategy of recreating engineers in their companies and enquired knowledge about
engineer image. Interviews provide greater detail and depth complementary to
the quantitative questionnaire, allowing insight into how entrepreneurs understand the place of the engineer and perceived aspects of their image. Additionally, these interviews can be tailored specifically to the knowledge of the entrepreneurs, their experiences and representation face to the engineers in Tunisia. Beside, detailed notes are crucial for transparency of the research all information
from the interviewee was registered. We had taking notes on body language,
tone of voice, or any other clues as to the meaning of the interviewee. This can
give important insight into the meaning of the interviewee (Turner, 2010). After
the interview we have transcript all integrates notes that should be produced.
Finally, we examined the employer’s experience in terms of engineers’ hiring,
his way of reacting to certain concrete situations. (For instance, why are maintenance and control engineers needed? Why is partnership with universities required only in the textile, farming and electro-mechanical sectors?) The aim of
this interview is not to obtain an answer to each question, but to use those questions in order to confirm some representations already mentioned in the answers, and find out others.
Finally, we equally used the focus-group, reuniting six heads of human resources department as well as private and public enterprise managers. Based on
the outcome of the questionnaires and the interviews, we aimed to make employers react in order to better understand the representations resulting from
those results, notably the unwillingness of decision-makers in the Cap Bon industry to employ senior engineers, which is related to the everyday happenings
and the strategic choices made by those managers. Above all, this is related to
their managerial concerns, the procedures and criteria of selecting candidates,
the means of professional promotion and advancement, as well as the methods
of integration of those senior engineers in the professional life.

3. Results and Discussions
3.1. The Influence of Industrial Managers’ Professional Training
on Their Representation of Senior Engineers
The social representations are areas of knowledge that play a role in the maintenance of social bonds. While they are moulded, they transmit some kind of
knowledge about those bonds. This intertwining between the representations
DOI: 10.4236/aasoci.2018.87032
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and the social bonds is often ignored. It is a way to interpret and think about out
daily reality (Jodelet, 1984). It is made up of all kinds of experiences and information received and transmitted by traditions, education and social communication. It is, therefore, some kind of socially-elaborated and shared knowledge
that contributes to the social construction of our reality. We notice that any representation is defined by a content related to an object. It is a representation of
something and somebody, an individual, a family, a group, a class, etc…
The dialectic relation between the representation and the social side can be
explained through two processes: The objectivation as an imaging and structuring operation of an abstract notion (“figurative core”) and the anchor as a social
rooting in the life of groups. Having become some kind of common code, the
social representation helps to rank individuals, events and objects, and to elaborate prototypes allowing the evaluation of other objects. The prototype, which is
never neutral, orientates the ranking by offering a matrix of traits according to
which new objects lliw be categorized.
The multiple interpretations of senior technicians in general or of senior engineers in particular conducted by the various institutions of society (university,
media, government) lead to a varied and, therefore, complex reading of this object. The managers, who are the actors of the hiring policy, design and image of
the engineer in this environment through the production of some kind of knowledge that they receive or search for and that is accessible to them, by constructing representations as an organization of socially-shaped opinions related to a
given object, resulting from a set of social communications, allowing them to
master the environment and making it appropriate in terms of symbolic elements that are part of the group(s) to which they belong (Bonardi & Roussiau,
2001).
The representation of the engineer helps understand which positions managers take in relation to this issue. The social representations are useful for studies
since they contribute to the training processes as well as those that orientate social conducts and communications (Moscovici, 1961).
Their influence is, therefore, greater than that of “scientific theories”. Thus,
we can see the importance that representations can take in the decision process,
and particularly in deciding whether to hire a new senior technician. The representations that the employer has about that person could influence his choice,
directly or indirectly through the attitudes or the expectations that will, in their
turn, influence the behaviour of the manager or at least the way he perceives that
behaviour (through an expectation-confirming process).
Thus, if we wish to try to find out procedures aiming at promoting the employment of engineers, we need to discover the kind of representations the employers have about the engineer and his role in the efficiency of the enterprise,
then find the best ways of modifying those representations.
In our research, we suggest studying the influence of professional training for
industrial managers on their representation of the senior manager. Even if each
DOI: 10.4236/aasoci.2018.87032
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industrial boss has his own representation of engineers, linked to his personal
history, to the already employed people and to the socio-economic context in
which he works, it is difficult not to envisage managers in the Cap Bon industrial
sector as a social group making an entity, sharing a certain representation of senior engineers and possessing a common professional identity. This reflects their
social belonging. Sharing an idea or a language is also affirming a social link and
an identity (Jodelet, 1984).
Social representations govern individual behaviours and their attributions.
Those representations aren’t universal, but they are shared by all the members of
the same social group, they have a social-differentiation function. The process
underlying those representations is nothing but that of social grouping through
which group relations are elaborated, which means that the attributions depend
on the representations of individuals and their sectorial belonging according to
Doise (1973).
It is important to distinguish an “attribution theory” that focuses on attribution antecedents, described in terms of information, as beliefs and motivations,
as an “attributive theory” that deals with the consequences of attributions, that is
the manipulation or distribution of the perceived causes and of the extent of
their effects on the behavious, feelings and expectations according to Kelly and
Michela (1980). The attribution process is a psychological process that tends to
rank the environment in terms of categories: groups of people, objects, events,
some of their attributes, as long as they are either similar or equivalent to each
other in action, intentions or individual attitudes (Tajfel, 1972).
The values related to the social category are manifested through different levels: at the level of judgement, attitude or social groups; the individuals use the
information that they think is correlated. For example, a personality description
allows behaviour grouping. At the opinion and attitude evaluation level, values
play the same role as the grouping process, when it interferes with judgments
and opinions. Attitudes are regulated according to the values to which those who
must make the judgments adhere. When we plan to study attitudes in a global
society, it is important to detect the particularities of the social elements that
generate those representations. Differentiating with precision the social groups
will contribute to the analysis of the common points between the members of
the samples involved in our research.
That’s why; we will design detailed demographic questions in order to have an
exhaustive outlook of the characteristics of the studied population.

3.2. The Status of Senior Engineers in the Cap-Bon Industry
The mother population represents 1754 industrial enterprises in the Cap Bon in
2014 (The Cap Bon Chamber of Commerce and Industry). The population of
the chosen sample represents 1132 enterprises in the industrial fields requiring
engineers’ explorations. Then, the sample of the empirical research is chosen
among the 267 enterprises divided according to the following criteria: the numDOI: 10.4236/aasoci.2018.87032
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ber of employees (over fifty employees), and the importance of their turnover.
That is, we focused in our choice on the enterprises that enjoy good economic
benefit in the Cap Bon area, so this sample represents 124 enterprises that is 60%
of the total number of enterprises that exploit engineers’ skills.
If we take the kind of engineers (Figure 1), we notice that more than 2/3 of
them work in Grombalia, Soliman and Nabeul. This concentration is to be
linked to the predominant sectors in those three areas, namely electronic mechanics (Grombalia), agri-food stuffs industry (Soliman and ceramics (Nabeul).
It is worth mentioning that those three areas together involve a great proportion
of industrial enterprises.
We also notice that 1/5, 21% of all the engineers, are found in Beni-Khalled
and Bouargoub (11% - 10%). As for technicians, more than a third of them work
in Nabeul 36%, a fifth in Soliman and a little less than a fifth, 17% in Grombalia.
The relatively high proportions of technicians can be explained by the great concentration. In fact, the technical training rate is relatively high in the developed

Figure 1. Distribution of engineers’ number indicating 11 selected cities for investigation
in the Cap Bon industry area of Tunisia (Cap Bon, located in the extreme north-east of
Tunisia, surrounded by the Mediterranean on sides of north and east).
DOI: 10.4236/aasoci.2018.87032
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areas of Grombalia, Nabeul and Soliman 6% and 7%. As for the other areas, this
rate ranges from 0% to 3%. Concerning the qualification rate, the industrial
areas show noticeable differences varying from 42% in Kelibia to 8% in Korba,
with 19% in Nabeul and 15% in Soliman.
Knowing in advance that the exploitation of new technologies and the automatization (industrial sectors), as well as the increase in the number of enterprises (the industrial zones) where the guidance rates could influence the attitudes and representations hold heads of corporations about engineers and their
hiring policy in the Cap Bon area, we took into account in our choice the number of employees per sector and category, as well as the guidance rates (those
rates vary according to the sector and the industrial zone).
Industrial sectors: Mechanical and electrical, metallurgical and plastic industries, textile, ceramics, others.
Urban zones:
1 st category: Grombalia and Soliman.
2 nd category: Nabeul City.
3 rd category: Kélibia, Beni-khalled, Menzel Bouzelfa, Bouargoub.
4 th category: Dar Chaâbene, Korba, El Hawaria.
The 3/4 of heads of enterprises in the sample have been in this field for a period that ranges from 30 to 50 years. Their professional career has been marked
by dynamism, full productivity and desire for innovation and improvement.
Examining the data related to the academic level of the sample members leads us
to conclude that it is an advanced one. In fact, 2/3 of them have reached university levels; only 1/3 has primary or secondary education levels. Our sample
presents a positive academic experience that is likely to shape a positive attitude
towards the graduates and, therefore, to be in favor of hiring engineers in their
corporations.
The sample analysis in terms of the status of the interviewed head of the
company reveals an imbalance in favor of the managers 55% compared to the
proprietors 30%. The highest proportion of managers can signify a change in vision and attitude since the proprietors or those who have the means to invest in
the industrial sector resort to experts and to confirmed skills to manage enterprises. If we maintain the same logic, we assume that those managers would be
in favor of hiring specialized high-quality senior technicians.
Out of the whole mass of the workforce in the sample enterprises, only 1%
holds the status of engineer, which represents 88 engineers. If we add to this
proportion of technicians and specialized workers, we reach only 16% of the total number of employees (187 technicians/ 748 specialized workers). The dominant category that rises to 83% of the total number is composed of simple workers. If we compare the weight of engineers within the total mass of senior technicians, we notice a proportion that doesn’t exceed 7% while the weight of technicians rises to 20%. The dominant category remains that of specialized workers,
representing 73%. The results confirm the already-revealed tendencies since the
DOI: 10.4236/aasoci.2018.87032
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workforce is made up of 80% of workers; specialized ones don’t exceed 12%,
technicians 4% and engineers 1%. The proportions of senior technicians globally
confirm the idea of the low hiring rates of specialized workers and graduates.
This means that we are faced with two opposed logics: the logic of training,
which activates degrees and qualification levels (recognized skills), and the logic
of production sectors which offers unqualified jobs. However, the change in the
characteristics of enterprises must mechanically lead to a strong rise in the staff
of engineers in the private sector. In fact, more than 45% of engineers are currently employed by state companies, and they represent by far the biggest contingency of Tunisian senior high technicians.

3.3. Managers’ Representations of Senior Engineers
In the Anglo-Saxon model, enterprises are required to find the skills they need
on the work market. The employability responsibility depends on the employee
himself. It is in this context that the American universities publish “Employability skills Profiles” for the benefit of their professional training students. This associates technical skills with complementary capacities relevant to employability,
as varied as the ability to communicate, solve problems and have a sense of decision, ethical values at work or an emotional intelligence.
For this reason, in his research Barkatoolah (2000) considers that skill management is not only a necessary for the employee, but also a decisive asset for the
enterprises in the XXIst century. In the same context, we notice that the declaration of the European commission concerning lifelong training is in the heart of
the European actualities. Focusing on education and training to involve European countries in the process of creating jobs and activities, while taking into
account the globalization of the economy and the emergence of new technologies.
This is why degrees alone do not ensure work. Skills like knowing how to
communicate, how to work with others, how to adapt, among others, are acquired before accessing a formal training system and evolving later.
Thus, we can say that the present skills result from the use of personal characteristics and a set of behaviours that clearly influence one’s performance. In this
approach, the intellectual skills are not enough to predict professional success;
good performance is also the outcome of the qualities developed by the person
in his current life through the experience he has undergone.
In fact, we can recognize the importance of one’s self representation as a
component of one’s skills. The person’s self-image is the result of what we have
integrated in ourselves throughout our lives as well as what others have sent us
regarding the roles played in our society: family, professional and social ones as
they bring rules, norms and values. This means that skills are the result of the
interaction between the social context and the construction of one’s self-image.
According to this approach, professional skills and their mechanisms can’t be
understood unless they are linked to the social and affective history of individuDOI: 10.4236/aasoci.2018.87032
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als and the culture of the enterprises. Since skills are nothing but a set of cognitive capacities, knowledge areas, values, attitudes, and behaviours that the person
shows in a given situation and for an objective, which determines his commitment to the action.
In fact, the key skills allowing the creation of a component or part of a product contribute in a significant and essential way to the added value of the final
product. Skills play a key role in the access to a potential global market. They are
major sources of the competitive advantage that offers a superiority that is valued by the final customer.
Skills will obviously be technological and industrial, but they will also be organizational and managerial. Effective management is based on four pillars:
• The distribution of financial and human resources.
• The use of appropriate structures.
• The definition of information-spreading system.
• The development of a group culture.
In this context, and aiming to improve the performance of the industrial corporation, we will try to reveal the tendencies that firm managers envisage in the
Cap Bon industry in order to improve production and performance.
Relying on the results of the research, we will notice a rising expectation of
multi-skills, which represents a problem when it comes to employment, how can
initial training bring about high skills in all fields? We are faced with a problem
of general coordination between the training schools and the enterprises. In fact,
each institution tends to define its own objectives and develop its own strategies
without sticking to a global strategy framework that aims at developing senior
technicians’ training development in Tunisia. This characteristic partly explains
the fact that 38% of interviewed industrial managers estimate that the training of
engineers hardly responds to the needs of industrial enterprises, 36% find it satisfactory and 26% consider the experience far from being satisfactory.
Managers’ attitudes and opinions seem to be divergent when it comes to appreciating or criticizing the training. We wonder why the interviewed firm
managers tend to show a negative attitude towards engineers’ training. Is it because the engineer’s profile is based on theoretical knowledge and, therefore,
disconnected from reality? Or is it because the profile of the training is too general and lacks a specific culture about the firm? Or is it because the engineer is
out of touch with the policy of the enterprise and its objectives.
3.3.1. Industrial Managers’ Expectations from the Engineer
When it comes to industrial manager expectations from engineers, a variety of
answers were given. This proves that the engineer’s contribution to the enterprise is overestimated, as if this senior expert had a master key to solve all kinds
of problems. We have gathered the various answers and grouped them into six
categories: problem solving, adaptation, guidance, initiative and prediction.
This leads us to the definition given by Beaudin of the four skills that the new
engineer must acquire so as to be well-integrated: He must acquire trust inside
DOI: 10.4236/aasoci.2018.87032
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the company; he has to behave in such a way that his authority, his knowledge
and his experience will be respected (Durand et al., 2012). The aims and objectives of the engineer must be in harmony with those of the organization, in other
words, the engineer’s strategies and those of the management have to match
with each other.
The newly-hired engineer is accepted at the interpersonal level, he is capable
of creating good relationships with his colleagues. He has to provide the company with the high-level contribution that has been expected from him since he
was hired. In order to reach the four dimensions, the engineer must begin by
becoming aware of the following aspects: clarifying the role, creating links,
learning the culture.
In this context, the new engineers had better begin by knowing the firm culture even before being hired. This can be done during the hiring process and the
meetings. For this reason, we asked the interviewees where the real weaknesses
of a new graduate lie. 32% of the sample heads of companies find that the young
senior technicians are not capable of maintaining good communication with the
employees. That is, they have, above all, a relational handicap, 27% insist on the
poor training of engineers.
This means that even within the content of the job, the part left for adaptation,
imagination and creativity may transform the job and facilitate highlighting motivation. This is the start of a new form of predictive management of the expected job, no longer at the company level, but at the level of the individual
himself whose professional future can be planned. This is called employability,
in other words, the worker’s ability to meet the required and sufficient conditions to maintain and find a job inside or outside the company (Barkatoolah,
2000).
Employability consists in acquiring the capacity to ensure one’s maintenance
in a job, the capacity to move towards close or neighbouring jobs, the capacity to
change a job, a company or a professional sector. Development and employability consists in extending the technical capabilities and skills to acquire a certain
level of autonomy and responsibility. It means giving the worker, especially the
senior technician, the individual skills, broadened and complementary, even if
they remain close to the held job. The need to develop individual or social capacities allows the individuals to adapt to new technical, economic and cultural
contexts. This is what we highlighted in the answers of the heads of enterprises
and confirmed by (Pérez & Canino, 2009) in their study dealing with the importance of the entrepreneur’s perception of Success.
Except for problem-solving and polyvalence, the other categories are almost of
equal importance 25%, adaptation 24% and initiative 23%, which requires a high
level of demands from the part of the industrialists. If guidance is the most
common function in the engineer’s activities repertory, industrialists expect senior technicians to anticipate the needs of the enterprise and improve production conditions, product quality and performance.
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Starting from those quantitative data, we can notice that textile managers’
tendency shows the importance of, and even the need for, human resources in
order to improve the functioning of their enterprises. The main innovation is to
adopt an approach allowing the move from the logic of a position, a worker, a
machine and an activity, to a logic of polyvalence, consisting in segmenting the
activities in the process on the one hand, and in diversifying the missions on the
other, with workers being led to manipulate many machines. This reform has led
to a modification of the internal organization of workshops and team work.
We have moved from position to mission, by gathering a group of operators
mastering the required skills for the creation of a process or a process segment,
and turning them into a team. Accordingly, the work of senior engineers and
head of teams has evolved deeply, moving from a role of hierarchic, classical
guidance to the status of an animator including the training mission.
In order to respond to the strategic action objectives, skill can be defined by
Paradeise and Lichtenberger (2001) as the capacity to master a situation within
one’s professional activity, but equally as the capacity to evolve one’s skills to
face new situations. Skill is not linked to the function. It is also people’s capacity
to assume individually or collectively the company’s evolution.
We define as social skills those that are required for an effective communication with others. In the work setting, those communicative qualities are revealed
through the capacity to trigger synchronized behaviours that are oriented towards a common goal (Paradeise & Lichtenberger, 2001).
In fact, today’s society is at the same time based on knowledge and organizations, in mutual dependence. It functions on the basis of two cultures: the senior
technician needs the organization as a tool that allows him to practice his skills,
and his specialized knowledge. As for the head of the enterprise or the manager,
he considers knowledge as a means to improve the efficiency of the organization.
The main problem of social relationships is the question of power. What we
have to do is not how to learn or exert power, but rather how to develop it
(Follet, 2002). For this reason, the successful firm manager today is the one who
knows how to spread intelligence areas, while taking into account the main
functions of the leader such as coordination, defining objectives, and anticipation.
In general, focusing on the obtained results, we can deduce that in the current
management of the enterprise, the frequent need for varied and independent
skills (adaptation, guidance, initiation and anticipation) reflects the need for an
engineer manager and not an engineer who possesses only scientific skills. This
is the perspective for a young engineer in the world of enterprise and work market.
3.3.2. The Requirements for the Position of an Engineer
Almost half the firm heads who answered the questionnaire insist on polyvalence in
practicing an industrial job in all sectors. Polyvalence represents multi-skills, mastery of various jobs and sharp expertise. In this case, the individual’s optic effecDOI: 10.4236/aasoci.2018.87032
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tively leads to great employability. Multi-competence in terms of opportunity
consists in widening the activities through an apprenticeship process in diverse
working contexts.
Multi-competence in terms of rationalization, which has a purely economic
objective, tends to reduce the cost of human resources. Polyvalence by mobility
from an individual, a position (or function) to another is not possible unless the
need in terms of skills, autonomy and responsibility is small.
The profile of the position is equally defined by the requirements that seem
opposed, the group spirit 35% and the autonomy 13%. Thus, the senior engineer
in industry can reconcile what is related to individuality with what is related to
the team. Consequently, he is obliged to look for certain homogeneity in his
team by sharing values and common goals, and a certain homogeneity of personalities as an enriching source of creativity. In addition, our education, founded
on individualism and our training sessions and promotions based on competitions and individual worth, are not in favor of a spontaneous emergence of a
group spirit. This individualized management started with school studies that
are rather competitive in order to access the hoped engineering school.
It would be an illusion to think that those people were spontaneously oriented
to group work. Autonomy in industry as a constituent dimension in the profiles
of professional positions obtains only very low proportions in the answers of
industrial sectors managers. This could be due to the reticence of those managers when it comes to senior technicians exercising their functions. This low
proportion confirms the explanatory hypothesis related to the engineer’s autonomy, whatever his field of work is.
It is as if there was a widespread culture among the industrial managers, especially when they face situations of conflicts. The amount of this data can’t be explained simply by the dysfunctioning of the education system and the lack of
adaptation of the university training to the needs of the enterprises. The employment crisis of young senior technicians is mainly linked to the insufficiency
of job creations.
Employment stability, career, responsibility, insurance of university degree,
those distinctive traits of the senior technicians of the years (1950-1970) are,
thus, threatened by the seriousness of the employment crisis and also by the
socio-technical mutations that lead to a certain decomposition of the operatory
functions. In this context, what role can the engineer play in the Cap Bon industrial enterprise?
We are witnessing, nowadays, the difficult creation of a global production
space that integrates three great function categories:
The functions of productions of production system conception and renewal.
The functions of highlighting those functioning systems.
The function of pioneering and regulation of the conception as well as their
execution, which manage under constraints the objectives of those systems.
The creation of this global production space signifies that there were some activities and temporalities that remain qualitatively distinct, and that were conDOI: 10.4236/aasoci.2018.87032
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ducted and oriented as if they were nothing but particular moments of the same
phenomenon “the industrial production in the strong meaning of the word
(Michou & Segrestin, 1990). This could be translated by the role of the employment market as a mediator of relations between the world of industry and that of
training and research.
For a few years, the heart of organizations has been beating at the speed of
globalization and the new economy of knowledge. How to qualify senior technicians who are required to be visionary, creative and “go-ahead type”? Previously,
a senior technician could be the producer of the changes in the organization of
his enterprise, but since the years 1980, some phenomena that are by far beyond
his reach have appeared and relativized his influence and freedom of action. Restructuration, organizational flexibility, firm internationalization, refocusing,
this process blurs the strategy of the enterprise that is becoming more and more
at the service of shareholders.
The existence of institutionalized barriers was notably by the access degrees.
The areas of knowledge are split into bits and do not lend themselves to a unique
formal training. Finally, its functioning mode remains, before all, the project,
which tends to lock it in a more restrained universe than the enterprise or the
profession. The new profile is that of someone who develops a new habit, that of
learning permanently, he possesses, in this way, his main production tool, his
knowledge: an industrial engineer also rhymes with manager. Taking into account the financial, organizational and human aspects of the project is also part
of his mission without forgetting communication, organization, planning and
team management.
In order to master the various tasks, polyvalence seems to be the key word
in this job. The ideal profile is, thus, that which allows him to intervene with
the equipment no matter what the technology involved is business leader in
electro-mechanics. The safety exploitation engineer intervenes with the set of
production units to help the exploiter solve the technical problems related to
safety. The radioprotection engineer takes charge, with his teams, of the radiological protection of individuals and property. The laboratory engineer is responsible for all the analytical techniques applied in the laboratory. He ensures
the execution of analysis procedures, especially the insurance-quality procedures.
From the results obtained from our present empirical enquiry, 18% of interviewed heads of enterprises expressed their needs in management engineering.
This reflects their concern about ensuring good management of the different resources in order to optimize and ensure better production. The contract manager ensures the interface between the factory and the customer. He ensures the
good execution of the contract, the respect of commitments and the planning of
the operations. Finance jobs are equally very frequent in cycle factories: accountant, management supervisor or head of economic studies. Finally, cycle factories have senior technicians in human resources jobs (staff manager, head of
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staff management department, head of the employment and training department, social relations manager) in communication jobs or in the legal field.

3.4. “Knowledge Professionalization” Culture
From the answers of Tunisian industrial managers in the Cap Bon areas, the latter need managers who have taken a role that is becoming more and more important with the execution of participatory management based on interdisciplinary skills. In order to reconcile efficiency with respect for the individual, and
allow each person to use his capacity to take the initiative and prove his aptitude
to react to the modifications of the situation, we notice that enterprises have
never communicated their values and culture. We may see a cause-effect link
here.
Because of the market requirements that are getting more and more varied
and complex, as well as those of the direct and indirect environment, the
thought about the enterprise has evolved, moving from a linear form into a more
complex, global and globalizing one. How can we master and maintain a pertinent and intelligent information system while evolving?
We have to solve practically the integration of the determination of human
objectives as well as the effective and satisfactory means in a multiple dimension,
a totally cultural dimension. That is the key to any responsibility; understanding,
orienting, acting, those are the three registers where the art of entrepreneurship
is achieved.
Faced with the complexity of the market, of the means of communication, and
the management of internal and external data of the enterprise, any action has to
be closely linked to a precise and justified sense before it is deeply mastered.
Culture is certainly not mentioned, but it will not remain implicit.
Culture seems to serve not the reflection, but the mediation between the subjects, whether he is inside or outside the company, and his environment. There
are two structuring aspects of a definition culture which are the descriptible specific content and the mode of description of the organization, a reading grid of
the human society (Thévenet, 1993). This comprises the importance of the culture content which influences behaviour direction and its strong influence on
behaviour intensity (Sathe, 1985). However, it equally suggests the need for an
adequacy between individual values and the purposes of the organization.
This economic, social and heterogeneous community needs a relatively harmonious coherence in order to function in an optimal way. Any enterprise,
whatever size it has, makes a social subgroup composed of individuals seemingly
belonging to one or many national, regional or professional cultures. In order to
ensure the coherence of this mosaic, the enterprise needs to create a collective
identity that will serve as a reference for all its members.
The enterprise culture can be defined as a set of particular elements that explain the functioning bases of a specific entity. It is to a certain extent, a sub
product of the national culture and, therefore, a set of values, myths, rituals, taDOI: 10.4236/aasoci.2018.87032
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boos and signs shared by the majority of workers. Godelier (2006) words the enterprise as a coherent whole in which culture constitutes at the same time the
sink of transformation and the ultimate objective of restructuration.
The enterprise culture transmits values that serve to spread energies and
orient the employees’ behaviours so as to achieve the goals of the enterprise.
Thus, the enterprise culture is a useful element to develop the employees’ involvement in the enterprise in order to improve its performances.
We wonder in what way the enterprise culture can constitute a tool of motivation, a place for socialization and, therefore, an institutional frame for identity
construction. Knowing that modernization is widely founded on the precarity of
employment and the need for the flexibility of enterprises towards their employees, what are the real concerns of corporation managers in this context?
In fact, the enterprise culture is believed to be essential for explaining everyday happenings and the strategic choices of industrial corporation managers in
the Cap Bon area. Concerning industrial managers’ concerns, the criteria and
the means of promoting senior engineers and, eventually, the integration methods of young engineers into the new professional life.
By raising the issue of improving the performance of the industrial enterprise,
we will try to reveal the tendencies anticipated by the industrial actors in the
Cap-Bon so as to improve production and performance. We were able to discover that 47% of industrial managers pay great attention to the evolution of
human resources training for the productivity of their industrial enterprises in
all the economic sectors against 39% for the development of technological and
instruments and equipment, while moral and material recognition doesn’t exceed 9%. This gives us a clear idea about the work conditions in the industrial
enterprises in that region.
The principal innovation was to set a device that allows the move from the
logic of a position, a machine and an activity to the logic of polyvalence. This
reform has led to a modification of the internal organization of workshops and
work teams. We have moved from position to mission while gathering into a
team several operators that master the skill required for a process or a segment
of it.
Correlatively, the job of senior engineers or team leaders has deeply evolved,
moving from the classical role of hierarchic guidance to a status of an animator
including the mission of training. In order to respond to the strategic objectives
of the action, skills are defined as the capacity to master a situation within one’s
professional activity, but equally as the capacity to help evolve one’s competences so as to face new situations (Schein, 1985).
While searching for those skills, we have tried to reveal the hiring strategies
adopted by enterprise managers in the areas. We continue to hire essentially according to the criteria of diplomas and cultural style, more than half 69% of
young engineers are hired via competitions and training sessions. The example
of hiring young senior technicians is particularly significant when a set of paraDOI: 10.4236/aasoci.2018.87032
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doxes are updated, like the fact that it is hard for the enterprise to match speech
with reality. The enterprise, especially the big one, demands new men, new profiles, it is the personality that it looks for, not the diplomas.
It seeks dynamic candidates who have the desire for taking the challenge,
knowing how to adapt to all situations and who are capable of communicating
easily. However, in reality, we continue to hire the same candidates as we used to
fifteen or twenty years ago, they are chosen in the same great engineering and
management schools, without wondering if the received training corresponds
with the desired criteria.
According the interviews conducted with sample industrial managers, three
qualities arise: the work technique dimension (experience) 37%, the social dimension 13% that is the ability to integrate in a work team, the relational and
behavioural dimension like involvement 19%, the sense of responsibility, the
management of priorities while dealing with constraints and encountered problems.
Thus, the notion of experience includes the fact of experiencing (or living), as
well as the situation (or the event) experienced or lived, or also the knowledge
acquired through this means. The situation is referred to as the singularity, as
opposed to the generality or the banality. Knowledge is referred to as a capitalization of what was learnt from the situation. In fact, having experience means
having lived situations, in the case of the professional experience, but it, above
all, knows how to learn the lessons.
The treatment of the answers to the question of selection criteria in industrial
zones shows that professional experience is required in all the zones by an enterprise manager out of two or by two out of three. In general, and from the obtained answers, experience can be a source of knowledge only if it respects certain existence conditions (sometimes close to the scientific experimentation) and
is treated according to a rational process. The areas of knowledge derived from
the experience are often the object of hierarchisation:
Empirical knowledge: it is the outcome of traditions, personal life experience
and also, for some people, professional experience.
Rational knowledge: it is based on laws and not beliefs or know-how. It is
more certain, precise, general and systematized. It can also be blamed for being
dogmatic.
Scientific knowledge: it is based on rational knowledge and its engines are
doubt, “the scientific spirit” and the search for evidence.
The professional experience constitutes a warning for hiring managers and a
means to benefit from the service of newly-hired employees as soon as possible
and with as much efficiency and productivity as possible. Demanding professional experience would have several effects on young candidates and enterprises
since the hiring process will be limited and delayed.
The professional experience seems to have an equally powerful and symbolic
role, the valence, which is variable, according to professional setting. We are
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dealing with the visible professional experience, marked by physical characteristics, by an age. If this professional experience can’t alone determine the validity
and legitimacy of an action, it determines the credibility of the actor, his legitimacy to act, and his skills in action.
The global results show a great worry from the part of heads of enterprises
about the technical aspects as if the good functioning of the enterprise depends
solely on the optimal conditions of the equipment and production modes. This
reflects a Taylorian conception of the work organization reinforced by the importance given to the supervision of production rhythms and quality as well as
the optimization of resources and potentials. On the other hand, 10% of the answers mention the psychological aspects related to the motivation of the workforce (senior technicians, workers, and employees), the renewal of its energies
and the modes of rewarding and encouragement.
At the economic level, the enterprise culture can help improve performance.
Adherence to the values of the enterprise and the development of motivation allow better coordination, facilitate synergies, and ensure a better integration of new
employees. However, we have to be imaginative by offering enforcements other
than the financial ones, for example, by exposing an employee with intellectual
challenges, assigning him more duties, granting him more autonomy, and, why
not give him more freedom of action when it comes to decision-making.
Most of the enterprises in the Cap Bon area include, in their rewarding plan, a
system of perks that offers the possibility of working harder in order to gain
more. In this context, we consider that money, like all the working conditions, is
a satisfaction factor. This motivates some individuals, but not everybody.
It is not simply money, but rather the tangible recognition of success, the
enriching of tasks that offers senior engineers real satisfaction with their work,
the modified power delegation, and this process is called participatory management, responsibility, mobilization and participation. Those are the most commonly used words nowadays; we will rather talk about involvement and cognitive dynamism. The competence model promoted today by the MEDEF is closely linked to a more global strategy: redefining employment and the work organization, which ignores Taylorism and its rigidities, is based on flexibility and
highlights mobilizing employees’ commitment against the search for their conformity, their initiative capacities and their autonomy against their subordination, confidence against control, the learning enterprise against the frozen organization.
It is this professionlization process that we demand for the engineer student, a
theoretical phase organized by the universities, paving the way for the practical
professional phase. This competence logic aims at professionalization objective.
The culture of “knowledge professionalization” has been one of the major challenges of engineers’ university training in the last years and, pedagogic strategy
to the employability of their graduates, we have to encourage the correlations
between the university training offer and the needs/expectations of the economic
world in terms of professional qualification and competence by developing
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partnerships with enterprises. Those senior managers work on what is called
“the ethic” of enterprises, the norms and values super impose when it comes to
the economic, technical and political forces.
According to the opinions and attitudes voiced concerning the engineer and
his real and expected skills, whatever his sector or field of work, there is a widespread culture among industrial enterprise managers, especially when they are
faced with situations of conflicts. From the previous statistical results, we notice
that, from the start of the 1990 decade, it is mainly the young graduate engineers
who are faced with the work market.
However, the change in the enterprise proprietorship must mechanically lead
to a sharp rise in the number of engineers in the private sector. In fact, more
than 45% of engineers are currently employed by state firms, and they make up
by far the biggest contingency of Tunisian senior technicians. Do the insertion
difficulties faced by young engineers on the work market in Tunisia, compared
to their elders prove that they are professionally unqualified?
In order to grasp the strategies needed to develop industrial enterprises and
improve their production and performance, the heads of enterprises insist on
having senior engineers, who are capable of reading and interpreting the situations with objectivity, able to effectively respond without any emotional involvement, to manage other people’s emotions and remain neutral, to anticipate,
recognize and satisfy customers’ needs.
In this case, the engineer’s competence is no longer linked to the function. It is
also up to people’s capacity to assume the enterprise’s evolutions both individually and collectively. It is the social skills that are necessary for an effective
communication with the others. However, we can mention that the enterprise
seeks to ensure its competitiveness not only in the short term, but also the middle and long term, relying on its main asset, namely the sum of competences it
has in the first place and the technical level in the second place. This shows a
need for guidance, which has a critical and ambiguous role, a technical and social role.
What we could notice from this study is the importance of the enterprise
manager or the first man in charge of the Cap Bon industry in decision making
concerning the evaluation of skills, which confirms the existence of an organization that is rather frozen by conservatism and inertia, since the power of taking
decisions is most of the time in the hands of a set of managers rather than individual leaders. Paradoxically, this ethic generates a bureaucratic culture for the
enterprise, whose managerial culture prioritizes rationality and control, the
energy focuses on the objectives, resources and structures of the organization.
Those individual skills represent an integration and a coordination of
know-how, areas of knowledge and individual qualities in more effective organizational strategies that can rely on a strong cohesion between three key aspects: the individual skills, the technical knowledge of the organization and the
managerial culture.
In fact, we can deduce that the autonomy and the organization of the indusDOI: 10.4236/aasoci.2018.87032
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trial enterprise in Tunisia are in a state of opposition since autonomy is seen as
the person’s capacity to determine freely the rules of action to which he is submitted to set, within his space of action, the precise modes of his activity, without any norms imposed by the formal organization. The autonomy is a delegation that is sometimes total (but under conditions) of the decision-taking power
to be applied later without any supervision or classical control.
The subordinate will be assessed in terms of results and the extent to which
the objectives have been achieved. He will, therefore, be free to choose the implementation mode of his mission or the activity for which he is responsible.
This goes in harmony with the hypotheses developed by Crozier and Friedberg
(1977) on the power that could detain each social actor in terms of the size of his
uncertainty zone and his expertise level. Each side (senior managers-senior engineers) would seek to broader, as much as possible, his freedom of action in
order to have more power of negotiation with his rival and try to benefit more
than his colleagues.
If we follow this logic, the enterprise managers won’t appreciate seeing their
power dwindle by granting more autonomy to their senior engineers, they will
struggle to preserve it. Thus, there is a game between the managers and the senior engineers in order to master the uncertainty zones. By granting his subordinate a higher degree of autonomy, the manager will lose part of his power and,
therefore, he will lose his power, often the manner (the mode, the process) in
which the required job will be done.
Tunisian engineering schools generally tend to train conception engineers.
Within the training course, little is devoted to training practitioner and polyvalent engineers as long as the dominant focus is to prioritize the principle of apprenticeship through practice, during the professional insertion period. Nowadays, the job of an engineer has become particularly complex because of the diversity of technologies and activity fields. The polyvalence of the engineer’s profile is becoming a growing necessity voiced by employers.
From the Cap Bon industrial proprietors’ answer, it is clear that they need
managers who have taken an increasingly important role with the implementation of participatory management based on interdisciplinary skills. In order to
reconcile efficiency with the respect for the individual, in order to allow each
person to use his initiative capacity and prove his ability to react to the modifications of the situation, we notice that the enterprises have never explicitly expressed their values and culture.
In this context, management focuses particularly on culture when it comes to
managing men and especially senior technicians with a scientific potential at a
high level. Economists estimate that the enterprise can motivate the individual
by allowing him to identify himself with it by means of the enterprise culture. It
is for this reason that prior knowledge of the enterprise culture is necessary for
every strategic reflexion. It allows taking an adapted decision, while taking into
account the specific features of the enterprise, avoiding to fond on those decision
compared to the standard norms.
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In order to aim at the transition from a community that has become closed to
a society that is more open to its real internal forces, and to its multiple environments, the enterprise needs to develop its new social identities and recognize
the collective logics. In order to make the development an expression of the social system, the combination of personal evolution projects in terms of the private life path with the collective-constructive projects must become a strategic
commitment.
This policy has become one of the major challenges for the change-maker in
the enterprise. The participatory actions have produced some cultural effects in
the life of the enterprises, which brings about the idea that an act of change will
not succeed nowadays unless we focus on the involvement of managers and employees through the common achievement of future projects. “The deep change
of a social system can’t be achieved without particular structure, with the objective of setting in motion a social around a team of actors united by intervention,
conduct, and evaluation of changes of social relationships justifying a change in
the policy (Paradeise & Lichtenberger, 2001).
On the other hand, today, the major impact of the Internet is questioning the
techniques of commercialization and distribution of new services (banks, stock
market). In order to face the challenge of the globalization of the economy, enterprises need:
• a capacity to deeply redefine strategic alliances.
• to precisely follow what others do at the technical level and know what is
happening in the market.
• to set new projects as fast as possible.
Those new requirements make it necessary to define the new profiles of engineers: strategic engineers, open to international settings, with a good knowledge
of the economic reality, and able to be involved in the financial happenings like
engineers with technological concerns, application engineers (follow-up of customers), engineers in the commercial system and engineers in conducting
projects. In front of those professional obligations, a motivational and integrative culture can’t be introduced into our industrial enterprises without a new
organizational strategy, which calls for flexibility as a capacity to adapt to a continuously changing market. In certain enterprises, there is no longer a defined
position, as the focus is put on the employees.
For other enterprises, functional flexibility helps to redefine tasks. In their
search for functional flexibility, enterprises call for the autonomy and the initiative of senior engineers. This type of flexibility develops the staff’s polyvalence as
well as the mutual help between the different jobs within the enterprise.
The practices of human resources management have become more individualized in order to take into consideration the specific traits of each job. This
strategy of management comes from the diversity of forms of work within the
same organization. So we have to adopt distinct practices aiming at motivating
or mobilizing workers depending on whether the employee is permanent or one
who has a work contract for a determined period. Managers very often resort to
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outsourcing, reducing the amount of their workforce. They have equally modified the conditions or the nature of employing a lot of workers.
Thus, many workers have moved from a steady full-time job to a part-time
one or have become autonomous workers. Those decisions have resulted in increasing the presence of atypical workers on the work market, especially after the
revolution (2011). By looking for peak flexibility, resorting to atypical workers is
explained by greater flexibility in functioning and greater capacity of enterprise
adaptation to the market needs and fluctuations.
They can adjust the size of their workforce according to the production needs.
The part-time contracts, those on flat rate, and especially those obtained via a
placement agency are economic sources as they lead to lower pay and exemption
from paying social advantages as well as the absence of an unproductive period
(Le Louarn, 1990). The objective of flexibility can also be translated by the expectations of enterprises in terms of the employees’ qualifications and polyvalence, in such a way that the positions and the management policies of human
resources witness important modifications. This career management belongs to
the new competence mode which is opposed to the modes of status, jobs and
qualifications (Mercure, 2001).
In this new context marked by various uncertainties, by the complexity and
globalization of phenomena, it is essential to wonder in what way globalization
and the establishment of the free-exchange zone will affect the highlighted strategies and what strategies the enterprise must adopt in the Cap Bon area. The
need for flexibility is linked to a redefinition of performance, inter-enterprises
relations, communication, and decision processes inside the firm. In this context, the upgrading of the industrial enterprise requires taking action about the
staff, the functions, the tasks, the organization and the strategies.

4. Conclusion
Training engineers in Tunisia has reached a maturity stage at the quantity and
quality levels. The interviewed industrial proprietors in this opinion poll, belonging to different sectors, affirm that the set of training devices for engineers
continues to train them while getting inspired by classical approaches founded
on frozen training courses, leaving very little freedom of action for trainers to
introduce actions of change and innovation.
The obtained results of our enquiry indicate that the lack of some engineering
fields in Tunis universities represents an obstacle that cripples starting and improving an active partnership between the two partners: the university and the
enterprise, especially for the electro-mechanical sector, textile and, at a lower
rate, for farming and ceramics. This shows, at first sight, the inadequacy between
the training system and the employment needs of the market in terms of engineering.
Similarly, we notice that farming and textile show their dissatisfaction with
the present training system for engineers at university and suggest the need to
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adopt a kind of training that alternates industrial proprietors with university experts at a lower rate since the contacts with the professional setting are not
well-developed to the point that the participation of the private sector in the
orientation and the recast of training courses has never been on today’s agenda.
We can suppose that the particularity of our industrial enterprises is based on
a fragmented and partial production and is characterized by the implementation
of pre-established devices and courses, they don’t show a great need to conduct
researches that can lead to new systems and new manufacturing procedures.
Thus, training new senior engineers and integrating them in the active life
remain burning issues in the employment policy in Tunisia. Aware of the stake,
all the economic and scientific actors are committed to creating partnerships in
order to prioritize hiring qualified and competent workforce. It is in this context
that a solid partnership with the higher education engineering institutes and industrial enterprises in the different sectors will have great importance in the
contribution to the qualifying training of teachers, to the improvement of young
graduates’ employability and to the reinforcement of those future engineers.
This type of training philanthropy is an excellent opportunity for our youths
in order to have easier access to the active life, besides the mastery of the skills
acquired by the student after the training, they develop in terms of conception
methodology, and applied industrial and mechanical production, leading to
graduates who are more qualified and better adapted since the needs of the industry have been taken into consideration. Whatever the country in which the
university-enterprise partnership happens, this reciprocal action requires initiatives and encouragements.
It can’t always be produced spontaneously. However, it mustn’t be imitated; it
has to be born from an awareness of interdependence, and recognition of mutual
needs. The enterprise and the university have to be certain that this collaboration will be mutually rewarding and it will take a lot of time and efforts to convince them to collaborate.
We can deduce that hiring plays the role of an integrator besides its function
as a selector. Starting from this representation of senior managers, we could find
out how they see the role of the engineer or, precisely that of guidance.
Finally, industrial enterprise proprietors have a representation of the role of
an engineer based on the notion of systematized guidance. However, senior
technicians are not totally a category that is similar to workers, in whom employers have less confidence. This trust lies in a particular field, that of the person who has a managerial power over subordinate workers, a power whose
guidance is the delegate as much as the interpreter of confidence, giving the first
sign of representation of both the organizational position of the senior manager
who doesn’t tend to delegate his power to senior engineers who are not recognized much autonomy. Since enterprise managers consider that the general
function of guidance consists in translating into technical solutions all the economic and financial intentions of the enterprise managers.
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The psycho-sociological analysis of the representation of the enterprise manager about the issue of senior engineers’ hiring has contributed to highlighting
the risks related to applying changes, to showing the real functioning of the organization compared to the instructions, and, thus, to the incoherence between
the managerial objectives that are pursued and the way the decisions were taken,
the ultimate consequences of this incoherence could consist in ending the
process of hiring new engineers. We can refer to this as the impact of the social
on the employment issue.
Finally, it seems that the representation that the manager has about the senior
engineer has to do only with the uncertainty about the social, while the rationality of the manager involves other elements that are far less appreciable for us,
like the technical, organizational and economic uncertainties linked to changes.
In fact, the rebounds of this analysis have helped us to discover the dimensions that were not immediately perceptible or comprehensible in the position of
the manager actor towards the engineer and especially the low rate of guidance
in industrial enterprises. We know that a strategic interest is also taken into consideration. But it is equally the ethic of the manager that is revealed in this situation. The deep interviews with the senior managers have helped us understand
the global meaning they have of his mission in a context that is far from being
neutral: that of hiring according to objective and rational criteria, motivating the
engineer or guiding him, and especially, the way of evaluating his skills and
knowing his performances.
They are the manager’s representations of political and ethical types, which we
discover partly, as well as the reasons for his commitment to the act of senior
technicians’ hiring. We can’t help thinking that it is also an ethical register that
has vibrated in the manager’s mind when he warned many times about the risks
of the inadequacy between the university training based on a qualification strategy and the real needs for industrial managers founded on a competence-based
strategy.
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